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UNAR 2016



CRISIS



The Summit on Syrian Peacebuilding TOPIC OVERVIEW



Fate of the Assad Regime The Presence of the Islamic State The Place of Rebel Groups in Syria’s Future



NOTE FROM THE CHAIRS The Summit on Syrian Peace Building is a fictional summit of the international community tasked with resolving the topics outlined below. This committee will be run crisis-style. This means that topics will not be addressed separately, but instead will generally be addressed through a series of cases that will be presented to committee. The majority of committee will be run as moderated caucuses to keep up with the fast pace of debate and the ever changing landscape of the crisis. The committee as a whole will be allowed to pass directives, press releases, and communiques to respond to the crises, and ultimately to help bring peace to the war-torn nation of Syria. Delegates will also have access to portfolio powers which are independent directives/press releases/communiques that the delegates country carries out independent from the Summit. Keep in mind these powers must be within a county’s powers and policies.



CHAIRS



✉



William Burns [email protected]



Hello! My name is William Burns, and this is my fourth time chairing a crisis committee and my fourth year in Model UN. I am a senior at Pittsford Sutherland High School where I am co-President of our school MUN club. In addition to MUN, I play trombone, varsity golf, work at the Pittsford Library, and conduct research at URMC. If you have any questions or would like some Netflix suggestions, contact me at [email protected].



✉



Daniel McGann [email protected]



Hello, my name is Daniel McGann, I’m a senior at Jamesville-DeWitt High School. This is my fourth year participating in MUN, and the fourth committee I have chaired. Outside of MUN, I am captain of my school’s varsity swim team and like to ski and golf in my free time. I am very excited too see you all and have a great committee this March. Also, as always, feel free to contact me with any questions about the committee.



Crisis Liason: Sam Indelicato [email protected]



Hi delegates! My name is Sam Indelicato, and this is my first year on conference staff, but my second year of MUN! I am a sophomore at Hilton High School, where I am on my school’s varsity golf team. I am also on Mock Trial, Debate Team, and I am my school’s MUN club president. I am very excited for my first conference on staff and hope you are too! If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at [email protected].



ROLES OFFERED Please email the chairs with your top 3 choices. Positions will be dealt on a first come, first serve basis and please include all 3 dais members in your email. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 



United States Secretary of State – John Kerry Russian Federation Foreign Minister – Sergey Lavrov Iran Foreign Minister – Mohammad Javad Zarif Saudi Arabian Foreign Minister– Adel al-Jubeir Turkish Foreign Minister – Feridun Sinirlioglu United Nations Envoy for Syria – Staffan de Mistura High Representative of the EU for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy – Federica Mogherini Chinese Foreign Minister – Wang Yi French Foreign Minister – Laurent Fabius United Kingdom Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs – Philip Hammond Iraqi Foreign Minister – Ibrahim al-Jaafari Israeli Foreign Minister – Avigdor Lieberman Lebanese Foreign Minister – Gebran Bassil Jordanian Foreign Minister – Nasser Judeh Chairman of Kurdish Democratic Union Party – Salih Muslim Muhammad Arab League Secretariat – Nabil Elaraby Egyptian Foreign Minister – Sameh Shoukry



The goal of the Summit on Syrian Peace Building will be to foster a political solution to the Syrian Civil War. This has been difficult to achieve not only because of the Syrian conflict itself, but also the proxy wars among regional and world powers such as that between the United States and Russia, and Iran and Saudi Arabia. Although there are no representatives of the Assad regime or rebel factions at the Summit, the Syrian National Coalition will be acting as this committees counterpart, allowing the summit to contact/collaborate with them.



BACKGROUND The conflict in Syria began in March of 2011 when protesters took to the streets after the arrest and torture of teenagers who wrote revolutionary slogans on a school wall. During the subsequent protests, government police forces fired into the protests killing several protesters. However, this did little but fuel the mob’s demands for the resignation of Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad, who had been accused of numerous human rights violations towards both Syrian and foreign citizens. However, the underlying discontent, social and economic problems began much before. The Assad regime came to power in 2000 after the death of General Hafez Al-Assad. The Assad regime appeared to be a ray of hope for the country after the years under a dictator style president of Hafez Al-Assad. Bashar Al-Assad promised major reform in the government, to open it to a multi-party system, and include more democratic elements.



However, these plans of reform were little but words. Much of this reform was never implemented, and Bashar Al-Assad entered a dictator-style reign like his predecessor. During this regime, there were numerous reports of human rights abuses, mainly a suppression of rights to speech, expression, and assembly enforced by the regime’s brutal police force. Then Syria experienced the worst economic downturn the modern country had ever seen. The cause of this downturn was a combination of Assad’s economic policy, and a widespread crop failure due to drought from 2007 until 2010. This mainly hurt the country’s already large population of poor and caused widespread poverty. Finally, to compound on this discontent was the fact the Assad Regime is primarily made up of Arab Alawites, a form of Shia Islam, while the majority of the country, approximately 60 percent, is Arab Sunni Muslims. This religious difference between the majority of the population and the controlling regime caused a large amount of tension. Between These religious differences, the economic disparity, and the repression of citizen’s basic human rights rose to a breaking point in 2011. Throughout the rest of 2011 the number of Syrians publicly opposing the Assad regime grew, and with it grew the brutality of government forces to quell the protests. Over time, militia groups were created to oppose the government forces, and Syria descended into civil war. By 2012 there was large scale fighting between government forces, and numerous opposition groups in both Syria’s capital Damascus, and its second city Aleppo. Currently, the Assad Regime, in alliance with the de facto state Hezbollah from Lebanon, control the most populated western portion of the country. Rebel groups continue to fight with the Assad’s troops throughout the country, Kurdish forces have taken control of large portions of the Syria’s North, and the self-proclaimed Islamic State has taken large swaths of sparsely populated, but oil rich land, in the country’s east.



Fate of the Assad Regime On October 30, 2015, members of the global community met in Vienna to discuss Syrian Peace. The goal was simple but the method to achieve that goal was quarrelsome and elusive. The participants to the talks, collectively known as the International Syria Support Group, or ISSG, agreed upon a joint statement that did little other than assert that, “Syria’s unity, independence, territorial integrity and secular character are fundamental.” ISSG met again in November of 2015, against the backdrop of the Paris terror attacks



of the Paris terror attacks, and called for joint talks between the Syrian government and opposition, as well as galvanized Jordan to create a list of anti-Assad rebel groups deemed viable to participate in such peace talks. Even though these prospects are promising, negotiators disagree on one fundamental aspect of the issue; what should be the fate of Bashar Assad’s government? Rebel groups claim Assad allowed for the emergence of the Islamic State as a distraction for the international community. For, the longer the international community focuses on the Islamic State, the greater evil, the longer Assad can assert that his regime needs the world’s support in combating the jihadists. Following this line of thought, the Russian foreign minister stated, “[the Paris attacks] show that it doesn’t matter if you’re for Assad or against him...Isis is your enemy.” There are two clear factions to the issue: those who support Assad, among whom Russia and Iran are his strongest allies, and those who support the rebels, including Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and the United States. It is the job of the Summit on Syrian Peace Building to face this long avoided question head on and come to a political agreement.



Questions • What should happen to the Assad regime? How would a new, transparent government be imposed considering the unstable political and economic state of Syria? How can the emergence of extremist groups like the Islamic State be prevented in the future in Syria’s volatile environment?



Sources • The Guardian: Paris attacks galvanise international efforts to end Syria war • BBC: Syrian President Bashar al-Assad: Facing down rebellion • NYTimes: UN sets Syrian Peace Talks as Fighting Complicates Task



Presence of the Islamic State The Islamic State, also know as ISIS or Daesh, is a self proclaimed “Caliphate” originating in Iraq. It is a Sunni muslim extremist group whose goal is to create a world wide Islamic Empire under the rule of god as is described in the groups very strict interpretation of Islamic (Sharia) Law. The group grew out of the extremist organization Al-Qaeda during 2013, and drew its support from disadvantaged young Muslims who saw the group as a way to escape the poor



the poor situation in which they lived, which they attributed to their countries governments, as well as to Western nations. The Islamic State, also know as ISIS or Daesh is a self proclaimed “caliphate” originating in Iraq. It is a Sunni Muslim extremist group whose goal is to create a world wide Islamic Empire under the rule of God as is described in the groups very strict interpretation of Islamic (Sharia) Law. The group grew out of the extremist organization Al-Qaeda during 2013, and drew its support from disadvantaged young Muslims who saw the group as a way to escape the poor situation in which they lived, which they attributed to their countries governments, as well as to western nations. The Islamic State grew so quickly that by June of 2014, it had began to conquer large areas of northern Iraq, forcefully expelling government forces, and controlling local civilians. The Islamic State currently controls an expanse that stretches from Baghdad in the South to the Turkish Border in the North, and From the Eastern Border of Iraq, to Aleppo, Syria, in the East. This land contains a large portion the Middle East’s oil production and this has made The Islamic State the richest extremist organization to ever exist. However, The Islamic State gets the majority of its reputation for its brutal, and public opposition to anything and everything that does not abide by the group’s strict set of rules and customs. From televised beheadings, to the massacre of entire towns The Islamic state has made it clear to the international community that they have little regards for human rights , and will stop at nothing to achieve their goals. This quickly caused widespread outrage in the international community, with nearly every country condemning the Islamic State’s actions. Then in September of 2015 the United States set up an international Coalition to help combat the Islamic State by financially supporting the Islamic States opposition as well as carrying out airstrikes against Islamic State positions. Similar actions have been independently carried out by both Russia, and China.



Questions • How will the presence of the Islamic State affect the peace building within Syria, and what actions should the international community take to ensure the that this presence does not stop the creation of a peaceful and stable Syria?



Sources • BBC: What is the Islamic State • Al-Jazeera: Life Under ISIL • USA Today: Life under Islamic State rule one of constant fear



Presence of the Islamic State The main opposition to the Assad Regime comes in the form of the Syrian National Coalition. The coalition was created in 2012 when representative from the Syrian National Council met, and allied with numerous other political and military opposition groups. The most notable groups to join were the Free Syrian Army, The Syrian People’s Democratic Party, and various local councils. The goal of this group according to the Coalition’s Website is to “establish an executive branch to: unify support for the joint leadership of the military council, the revolutionary council, and the FSA; generate a fund to support the Syrian people through international coordination; create a Syrian National Legal Committee; [and] establish a transitional government after receiving international recognition.” The Coalition is currently recognized as the legitimate representative of the Syrian people by 87 counties, as well as the European Union, and the Coalition has even been accepted into the Arab League. However, a few countries, most notably Russia, China, and Iran, have voiced opposition to the coalition and any involvement of rebel groups in Syria’s Future Government. This clear division among the members of the summit on how the Syrian National Coalition should be dealt with, is a disagreement that essentially derives from who they want in power. Russia, for example, wants to protect its naval interests in Tartous, the only base through which it can access its fleet in the Black Sea. A regime change would threaten these interests. Russia has been accused of launching airstrikes against armed rebels, while claiming to be targeting the Islamic State. Some have pointed to Russia for the death of the rebel leader of Jaysh al-Islam, Zahran Alloush, on December 25, 2015. Another source of contention lies between Saudi Arabia and Iran, a conflict which has been further acerbated over the recent airstrike of an Iranian embassy in Yemen, an attack for which Iran blames Saudi Arabia. The perpetual Saudi-Iranian feud threatens not only peace in Yemen but throughout the Middle East. The role of the Kurds should be kept in mind as well. Kurdish military forces have shown to have the capacity to combatting the Islamic State but Western nations fear arming the minority group in fear that the weapons will be misused in the future. They also fear that support of Kurdish groups will upset Turkey, who has allegedly been launching offensives against both the Islamic State and the Kurdish people. Most Kurdish parties disagree with the Syrian National Coalition, claiming that the Coalition is too influenced by Turkey and decrying their lack of support for Kurdish autonomy.



Questions • How will the presence of the Islamic State affect the peace building within Syria, and what actions should the international community take to ensure the that this presence does not stop the creation of a peaceful and stable Syria?



Sources • NYTimes: Inside Syria: Kurds Roll Back ISIS, but Alliances Are Strained • Syrian National Coalition • Al-Jazeera: Saudi Arabia cuts diplomatic ties with Iran
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